Myrtle and Erytle are twins who don‘t look alike or act the same, but
they do share one common love...SHOES! Their father uses their love
of shoes to encourage the young twins to start thinking about future
careers early.

This book is an excellent resource that will spark children’s imaginations,
leading them to discover what they enjoy and want to become.

This fun book assists children in starting on the
pathway of being college and career ready. Julia
Cook creatively presents the Career Clusters and skills
that are needed for all career choices. These skills are
the same skills that children need for their “current
job” of being a student. Being responsible, having
self-confidence, being a team player, being honest,
cooperating with others, and personal hygiene are
among these skills.

US $9.95

School Counseling Lead-Elementary
Omaha Public Schools
Omaha, NE

Julia Cook, M.S. is a national award
winning children's author, counselor and
parenting expert. She has presented in
thousands of schools across the country
and abroad, regularly speaks at national
education and counseling conferences,
and has published children’s books on a wide range
of character and social development topics. The goal
behind Cook's work is to actively involve young people
in fun, memorable stories and teach them to become
lifelong problem solvers. Inspiration for her books
comes from working with children and carefully listening
to counselors, parents, and teachers, in order to stay
on top of needs in the classroom and at home. Cook
has the innate ability to enter the worldview of a child
through storybooks, giving children both the “what to
say” and “how to say it.”
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Several career options are discussed as they apply to the shoes
typically worn in that profession. Career
clusters are also presented. This book
explores the necessary skills that are
universal for any career choice
such as responsibility,
self-confidence,
integrity,
punctuality, and
teamwork–
a fun, creative, and
detailed approach to
career education!
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WHAT SHOES WILL YOU WEAR?

“Just start with what you know and love.
Pick out your favorite shoe.
What you wear on your feet
when you walk down the street
might help you decide what to do.”

This creative book presents career education for
children in a unique way. The skills that are addressed
in this book are not just important for career
development, they are essential elements in preparing
kids for success in life!

JULIA COOK

You’re never too young
to dream about your future!
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We both
shoes…of every size,
shape, color, and kind (and boots too)!
There are shoes with laces
and shoes with faces
and shoes that go “Flip-Flop.”
There are waffle stomper boots,
and wooden shoes called clogs.
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“Start where? There are so many different
choices of what to be!”
“Yeah! How can we figure it out?”
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“If you like wearing work boots, you
could be a CONSTRUCTION WORKER
and work with your hands to build
houses, or even big buildings!”
“You could be an ARCHITECT and draw plans
for the construction workers to follow.”

“You could be
a MEMBER OF
THE ARMED
SERVICES, and
protect our
country!”

“We could wear camo boots!”
14
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“Hey Myrtle…How’s the weather up there?”
“If you like wearing dress up shoes,
there are so many careers you can choose.
“You could be an OFFICE MANAGER,
or sell clothes at a fancy store.”
“I could wear pumps!”

“You could become
an ATTORNEY, or a DENTIST,
or a PHARMACIST.”
“I could wear flats!”
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Communication Skills
Listening Skills
Reading
Writing
Science
Social Studies
Math
Creative Thinking
Good Reasoning Skills
Decision Making Skills
Problem Solving Skills
Desire to Never Stop Learning
Responsibility

Being on Time
Self-confidence
Integrity
Motivation
Flexibility
Team Spirit
Good Work Attitude
Honesty
Cooperation with Others
Have Self-control
Good Social Skills
Well-groomed
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